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He’s rambling
our way

Bland Simpson is the Kenan
Distinguished Professor of English &
Creative Writing at the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, but he’s
also a piano player, performing with
the Red Clay Ramblers since 1986. And
now he’s our speaker for the Nov. 11
general RFA meeting.
Simpson will discuss his latest book,
which blends history, observation of
nature and personal narrative to inspire
readers to consider not only what North
Carolina has been and what it is, but
also what we hope it will be.
Save the date: Thursday, Nov. 11, 1-2
p.m. (Virtual meeting; watch your
inbox for registration details.)

Friday Center offers a new round
of enrichment and lifelong learning

The Friday Center, as part of UNC’s Digital and Lifelong
Learning, is offering another round of enrichment courses this
fall. While most will be offered online via the Zoom meeting
platform, a few courses that will be taught in-person at the
Friday Center. The center follows UNC-Chapel Hill’s COVID-19
community standards, and masks are required for all in-person
courses, regardless of vaccination status.
Enrichment Program Director Annette Madden is excited about
the fall lineup. “We have an eclectic mixture of courses that will
stimulate curiosity, engage you in discussion, teach a new skill
…,” she says. With courses on Dante’s “Divine Comedy,” the
music of Bob Dylan, the history of Latin, The Grand Paris
Project, ethics (“Ethics-Smethics”) and archeology and moundbuilders, a range of lifelong learning opportunities is available.
Visit our website for more information and to register:
https://register.fridaycenter.unc.edu/curriculum/programAre
a/pagePersonalEnrichmentMain.jsp.
The University’s growing focus on virtual learning will likely
affect future enrichment programming. The balance between
in-person and distance learning opportunities remains
unknown. However, the Friday Center is hopeful for a return to
more classroom offerings in the spring. RFA will continue to
have direct involvement with the Friday Center via the
Enrichment Advisory Board, which works with Madden in
support of enrichment activities. Current members are Annette
Madden, Jill Conrad (a UNC staff retiree and proponent of
enrichment programs), Donna Falvo and Ned Brooks. We
welcome additional RFA representation on the board.
If you are interested in serving on the enrichment board,
teaching an enrichment course or proposing ideas for an
enrichment offering, please contact Annette
at madden@email.unc.edu.

UNC senior Nate Allen, a circulation delivery assistant, works at
Davis Library on Aug 27. (Photo by Johnny Andrews/UNC-Chapel
Hill)

A crisis is looming in our libraries

Over the last decade, the UNC Library has experienced budget
cuts of about 1-3% per year. Now it has been announced that
library funding will be cut by $2 million this academic year and
by an additional by $3 million the following year.
These cuts were apparently done without input from faculty
and will result in large-scale cancellations of scholarly journals
and reduced purchasing of books and multimedia items — all
vital resources for the academic community. The library is one
of the cornerstones of the University and crucial to the mission
of academic and research institutions. These drastic cuts can
have critical effects on the work of students and faculty.
Investment in the library is essential and should be recognized
as a priority.
The library is also a resource for us as retired faculty. A number
of faculty, as well as individual members of the RFA Executive
Committee, have written and letters to the chancellor
expressing their concern about the cuts in library funding. We
will continue to work with others in the academic community to
resolve this issue. We have a voice. Let our voice be heard.
—Donna Falvo

A coalition for Carolina — and for us

Events such as the handling of the Silent Sam monument,
campus reopening and vaccine protocols during the Covid
pandemic, and most recently the disregard for faculty
determinations in the tenure process have raised concerns
about the autonomy and authority granted to the UNC-CH
campus.
The Coalition for Carolina is a bipartisan group of faculty,
alumni, staff, students and other allies of UNC — including
retired faculty. It was founded because of these concerns as
well as the apparent deterioration of shared governance,
accelerating ideological interference and diminished
autonomy and authority of the UNC-CH campus.
The mission of the coalition is to “support and defend the
University of the People and its independence from
partisan interference” and to return autonomy to UNC-CH.
You are encouraged to join the Coalition for Carolina
(CoalitionForCarolina.org) to support the values that have
helped to make our University exceptional.
—Donna Falvo

The President’s Letter

We live in ‘interesting times …’
The expression “interesting times” evokes a concept of times
that are challenging, and perhaps difficult, but it could also act
as an invitation to consider these times as an opportunity for
growth, both at a personal and organizational level. We are in
times of change, partly because of the pandemic, but also
because of social and institutional transformations.
We must pay attention to the evolution of the world around us
and be sensitive to the spirit of the times, but we must also keep
informed and reflect on what we as individuals and as an
organization consider to be important. These times offer an
opportunity to meet challenges and move forward.
On a personal level, although the pandemic, with associated
restrictions and reports of loss of life, can be overwhelming,
these times have also offered an opportunity to reflect on what
is important to us as individuals and to have greater
appreciation for those around us.
At an organizational level, we have also
observed numerous changes and challenges
at the University, some because of the
pandemic, but others institutionally related.
Pandemic restrictions have necessitated
Zoom communication, virtual meetings and
digital online classes. While not ideal, these
technological advances have enabled us to
stay connected and functioning as an organization and have
enabled the University to continue offering classes.
Other challenges at the University unrelated to the pandemic
drew attention to the importance of academic freedom and the
continuing need to strive for racial equality. These challenges
have fostered needed changes at the University level. In
addition, concerns of the academic community related to
shared governance and independence from partisan
interference resulted in formation of the Coalition for Carolina
to support and defend these principles.
We also, of course, have been saddened by the student deaths in
recent months. But these events have prompted significant
evaluation of mental health services on campus, and the need
for strengthening and improving these services.
Last but not least, the library crisis addressed elsewhere in this
newsletter has drawn the academic community closer together
as they support and foster scholarship as the cornerstone of the
University. Although, as retired faculty, we may have no direct
role in the functioning of the University as a whole, we have a
voice, and we can lend support to faculty working to defend
against any forces that threaten academic freedom and
academic integrity. We can work to maintain the academic
standards and values that we hold dear as an organization.
We seek your input. Contact us at rfa@unc.edu, with thoughts,
ideas, suggestions.
—Donna Falvo

Rep. Meyer shares insights
into NC’s pressing topics

During the RFA’s September general meeting, Rep. Graig
Meyer discussed the two issues that currently dominate the
General Assembly’s attention: the state budget and the
redistricting process mandated by the recent 2020 census
results.
Meyer, whose district covers Caswell County and much of
Orange County, pointed out that North Carolina currently has
one of its largest fiscal surpluses in recent history, due to higher
tax revenues than anticipated during the covid period as well as
the receipt of covid relief funds. But the budget, he said, is
currently caught between different priorities of the House and
Senate Republican majorities. Once those are resolved, the
budget will be negotiated with Gov. Roy Cooper. North
Carolina has been unable to agree on budget legislation since
2018, and has had to rely on continuing budget resolutions.
With respect to redistricting, Meyer said, the state is in the
process of receiving final numbers from the Census Bureau, and
the redistricting committee has been holding public hearings
around the state. It will then divide the state into county
clusters based on equalization of populations, and then divide
each county cluster into districts. The process is conducted
entirely by the legislative majority (the governor has no veto
over redistricting decisions), and gerrymandering and lawsuits
are expected. With candidate filing deadlines in December for
March primary elections, the process will be under tight time
pressure.
Meyer then responded to numerous questions about the
redistricting process and other topics. Overall it was a highly
informative discussion, and we are grateful for his willingness
to share his time and knowledge with us.
—Pete Andrews

Meet an RFA member
Our RFA members are doing amazing things in
retirement. Everyone has a story to tell. We want to know
yours. Colleagues are interested in what you’re doing in
retirement, whether it be volunteering, writing, traveling,
tutoring, mentoring, teaching, doing research ... or
pursuing a brand-new interest. Send a brief, 250-word,
summary of your accomplishments, adventures or
activities in retirement. Send your summary to
dfalvo@email.unc.edu.
Stephen Bernard
I joined the Division of Medical Oncology — a 2-year-old
division of the UNC School of Medicine, in 1981. At the
time, the division had fewer than 10 faculty. During the
’80s and ’90s, I initiated and oversaw many clinical trials
in medical oncology (both industry and multi-institutional)
at UNC. Since I was one of the few faculty seeing patients
with solid tumors and some hematologic malignancies, I
was also the clinician-scientist responsible for many of the
patients enrolled in these trials. As
the number of faculty in the division
increased, I went from being the
“local expert” in treatment of
individuals with advanced
malignancies, to primarily treating
patients with cancers of the
gastrointestinal tract and
conducting research, often in
collaboration with Radiation
Oncology and Surgical Oncology, to
develop new treatments.
During these early years, there were
limited therapies available for advanced gastrointestinal
cancer, which led me to my interest in palliative care. In
1997 I developed a course in palliative medicine for fourthyear medical students. In 1998, I did a sabbatical in
palliative medicine at the University of Alberta. In 2000,
along with another faculty member, I obtained a Duke
Endowment grant to begin a palliative care program for
inpatients at UNC. In 2008, I, along with a specialty
pharmacist and advanced practice nurse, obtained funding
from the University Cancer Research Fund, administered
by the Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center, to begin
an outpatient palliative care program.
I served for 22 years on the Biomedical Institutional
Review Board, which oversees the approval of all clinical
research involving human subjects. I served as chair for the
last 7 years.
When I retired in 2017, there were over 40 members within
the Medical Oncology Division at UNC and over 10
members of the Palliative Care Program.
Currently, I see general medicine patients at the Open
Door Clinic in Raleigh weekly; I read newspapers for the
blind and visually impaired at North Carolina Reading
Service monthly. I continue to review articles for medical
journals.Throughout my career at UNC, I am grateful for
the support of my wife and two children, and for all the
patients and families that I have cared for.

Concerns over COVID-19
still dominate Faculty Council

Concerns about COVID-19 continued to dominate the
discussions at the Sept. 3 and Oct. 1 meetings of the Faculty
Council. There were also reports on the search for a new
provost and on UNC’s efforts to help student athletes deal with
the newly allowed commercial endorsement contracts.
At the September meeting, members of the council seemed
particularly concerned about how identifying students through
contact tracing can be feasible. Because students are wearing
masks and student seating in classes can vary from class to
class, there was concern that an outbreak could occur because
of the inability to identify surrounding students. Ken Pittman,
director for Campus Health, responded by saying, “We have not
seen any transmission that can be traced to the classroom
setting [after about two weeks of classes].” Faculty were
encouraged to use seating charts and to encourage students to
create their own contact-tracing lists.
At the October meeting, a question was raised about the fourday fall break and its predicted impact on further infections
when the students return. Dr. Amir H. Barzin, who has led the
UNC testing program, replied that the descending curve in
overall infections and the model of the recent Labor Day
extended weekend suggest a small impact is likely, and
returning students will be encouraged to undergo testing.
Also at October meeting, Athletics Director Bubba Cunningham
and a team of other athletics stakeholders reported on the
impact upon our student athletes resulting from the recent
NCAA approval for allowing these students to enter into
commercial endorsement contracts. University counsel has
been made available to aid these students, especially in making
them familiar with tax assessments.
Chancellor Kevin Guskiewicz reported that the search for a new
provost to replace Bob Blouin has been narrowed from 60
applicants to six finalists. He expects an announcement some
time in the second week of November.
University Librarian Elaine Westbrooks gave a disturbing
report on the impact of the cuts in budget (7.5% for the
libraries), during the pandemic, plus the high inflationary
increase in the costs of all publications. Westbrooks made a
strong appeal for a “sustainable budget” to be restored as soon
as possible. Guskiewicz said that some of the cuts have already
been restored and others will follow. (See related story in the
newsletter.)
At the September meeting, Guskiewicz presented the Thomas
Jefferson Award to Professor Lloyd Kramer of the department
of history, and it was announced that professor Jay Aikat of
computer science has replaced professor Patricia Parker,
department of communication, as faculty marshal.
— George Lensing

Like retired faculty, retired books remain relevant

UNC Press will reprint appropriate out-of-print books by
retired faculty. The reprinted books are then available online as
well as in print, which enables readers around the world to read
and use these books in ways and places where they were
difficult to obtain when in print.
Several recent experiences illustrate this. In one case, in
Indonesia, a person found an out-of-print book in a secondhand book store and then organized a Zoom meeting to discuss
the book with the author and a hundred others. If the book had
been reprinted and on line by UNC press, access would have
been simpler. In any case, the book published in 1978 prompted
discussion relevant to current issues with an international
audience.If you wish to suggest an out of print book for possible
republication in print and online by UNC Press, contact John
McLeod.
— Jim Peacock

